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A Comparative Study of Kushhal Khan Khatak
 and Allama Muhammad Iqbal's Thoughts 

Allama Mohammad Iqbal and Khushal Khan Khattak resembled each

other in their prudence, thought and Intellectuality. Khudi, mard- e-

momin, Falsafa shaheen, Harkat, Himat, Hosla: both poets impressed

everyone, it was their prudence and Intellectuality that mesmerized

readers. Allama Iqbal presented these topics  in a way that it excited

everyone to struggle for a separate nation of their own, for freedom .

Allama Iqbal was very impressed with Khushal Khan Khattak's thoughts,

simplicity, directness Intellectuality and with his poetry.

He wrote in "Islamic Culture" magazine,"Throughout his poetry the major

portion of which was written in Indian and during his struggles with

Mughals, breathes the spirit of early Arabian poetry. We find it the same

simplicity and directness of expression, the same love of freedom and

war, the same criticism of life''. This article discusses comparative

aspects.  
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''Throughout his poerty the major portion of wich was written

in India and during his  struggles  with  the Mughals, breathes

the spirit of early Arabian poetry. We find in it the same

simplicity and directness of love expression,the same of

freedom and war, the same criticism of life '' 
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